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The air in Accra is truly buzzing with the vitality and energy of a 

populous city, with diverse architectural and cultural influences. This 

richness and diversity as well as the mix of modern with traditional 

are what distinguish Airport Hills from the others. The name already 

has it, paradise is right here - A sanctuary as I prefer to call it, Airport 

Hills is an exclusive private 400-acre estate of undulating landscape and 

defiant beauty where sanity awakens desires and fulfils dreams. 

 

Airport Hills has been professionally well-laid out to an exceptionally 

high standard and specification, from its lofty portals and sweeping 

tree-lined driveway to it's symphony of concrete, glass and touches of 

polished chrome or stainless steel animating private homes. 

 

It sets a new benchmark where tranquility melds with much vibrancy to 

create an experience of masterplanned  dwelling showcasing the very 

highest quality, design and build. Open areas and properties there are 

framed by an abundance of stone-covered pavements and intoxicating 

views. There are no stray mangy dogs, no wooden shacks, no fast food 

make-shift eateries, and no high carbon-emission redolent of Accra's 

supposedly salubrious suburbs of dubious distinction. Intricate security 

features and 24-hour professionally trained patrolmen, ensure safety in 

this oasis 

 

I first came across this impressive stretch of wonderland some six years 

ago. Interspersed with a variety of interesting trees with huge expanse 

of tufts of grass which gently rustle against the endless whoosh of 

easterly sea winds, its potential was immense. Charmingly, it was then in 

its nascent stage of development, but for the discerning it was crystal, 

this would soon become a must-live community for those in quest of 

low stress and no pollution. 

 

Over the years, its well-laid out infrastructure and maze of private 

avenues, bearing eclectic sobriquets have become the crowning glory 

to the vision and faith that, the dynamic duo, Kofi and Esi Gbedema had 

harped upon. While croaking the area's virtues they painstakingly 

trudged along with much verve to realize their thrilling dream. 

 

Airport Hills, inspired by California-living does exude an air of 

desirability and exclusivity for those like its marvelous and driven 

landlords with a passion for perfection and a loathing for mediocrity. 

Where else will you find a world class hospital within a gated 



community with its own private access road?  With its easy access to 

centers of conveniences, it is unreservedly Accra's most enchanting 

new community. It is ergonomically hard to fault. Its mix of excellence 

makes it unashamedly a beacon of elegant simplicity and glamour. Alas! 

What a trendy place for city living. It is as alluring as exclusive. 

 

An appealing attribute is the raft of sensibly couched rules and code of 

conduct providing for maximum pleasure and obviating nuisance or 

undue interference. The mere existence of the Rules adds an additional 

premium to Airport Hills. Homeowners enjoy the fullest benefits arising 

from the constant appreciation of property values. 

 

On a personal note I am wholly seduced and utterly amazed by the 

contrast of tranquility with its nearest neighbours East Legon and 

Marteytsuru. 

HAIL TO AIRPORT HILLS; we are about to embark on, and grace it with a 

dream home, a potential candidate for Architectural Digest, a bolt-

hole of splendour. 
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